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COMENIUS REGIO 
ICT EXPERIENCES EXCHANGE BETWEEN SPAIN AND 

FINLAND 

TITLE OF EXPERIENCE SPORT QUIZ SHOW 

FORMAT VIDEO 

PROGRAMS/SOFTWARE  iMOVIE APP-BLOGGER-LOCAL RADIO STATION “RADIO GUAY” 

SUBJECTS 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, SOCIAL SCIENCES, ENGLISH,  LEARNING TO LEARN  AND 
DIGITAL COMPETENCE 

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 5th -6th of    PRIMARY 

KEYWORDS 
GOLDEN QUESTION– CARRUSEL– SPORTS –CAPITAL CITIES -FAMOUS –WORLD STYLE 
OF LIFE -SILBIDO 

 DESCRIPTION OF THE 

EXPERIENCE 

Since 2006 we came up to introduce in the area of PE a theoretical game as a 
complementary part of the area, to discover the influence of sports in culture, and 
vice versa. But above all, to show that we are all able to learn together, students of 
the teacher and the teacher of students, set out to make a good  cocktail a stylish 
recreational, sporting, cultural, current, and especially significant, and we believe that 
we have achieved this. We have achieved a mixture, copying the style of the famous 
radio program weekend "Carousel Deportivo", to stimulate the beginning of each 
session, and we have proposed a quiz game group, individual, for their homes and 
their families, a question of "Gold Golden Question", and a section "I have a question 
for you Mr teacher". Along with all these sections of questions, we have created a 
classification (type Football League) and "healthy" competition between classroom 
groups. The duration of the game is only a month and a half in November (rainy 
season).  At the end of the game and according to the classification, held a final team 
class group, in the gym at the Center, and cool Radio, individual male and female 
finals. But all this means nothing without the involvement and motivation of 
students, at home and in class work and his interest in playing, and know what is 
happening in Spain and what happens outside your local. As a final reward, we made 
a trip to Madrid Saturday, to witness live, the "carousel of la Cadena Ser" and visit the 
Temple of Debot. 

AUTHOR IVÁN FERNÁNDEZ CANALEJAS  

EDUCATIONAL CENTER  CEIP CONDE DE MAYALDE-AÑOVER DE TAJO 

LINKS  http://youtu.be/2YvtiUzrZNM 
http://elcornerdeivan.blogspot.com.es/2014/12/scratch-logical-learning-school-
video.html 
http://youtu.be/k1kU1zwZj0I 
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